Call participants were Wesson Gaige, katija gruene, and Laura Palmer.

Quorum was not met, so no decisions were made, but the following items were discussed:

Discussed Nationbuilder service options and came to the consensus that we should continue on the organizational month to month plan, since GPTX can’t really afford to pay for a year up front for the reduced rate. Though we should keep this in mind when we have more funding.

Discussed opportunity for GPTX to place a group order of GPUS PNC registrations at the early bird $100 rate. Suggested offering this to delegates & membership immediately to organize.

katija relayed her computer difficulties, and is attempting to recover the list of GPUS committee sign ups from the recent state meeting. Once recovered, the SEC will need to approve & refer these requests for committee service to GPUS.

katija also points out that as a result of the decision to move Rachell Tucker up as an NC delegate to fill the spot vacated by Martina Salinas, we have no more alternates to the NC at present.

Discussed correspondence with SOS regarding candidate nicknames. Laura & kat will resolve this week.

Wes again expressed his desire to improve communications & help with IT. Laura will write up an issues list to aid with this.

Laura thanked kat for her circulated drafts of minutes & beginning efforts on consolidation of an operations manual. These efforts will be continued in the coming months to place GPTX on good operational footing.

GPTX SEC is called to meet again on Sunday 5/15/16; specifically to

1) Approve continuation of NB service & rate change.
2) Approve email blast offering PNC early bird registration